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A Very American Epidemic: 

Memory Politics and Identity Politics 

in the AIDS Memorial Quilt, 1985–1993

Christopher Capozzola

During a gay protest march in San Francisco in November 1985, local activist
Cleve Jones asked participants to carry placards bearing the names of people they
knew who had died of AIDS. Protesters then posted the names on a wall of the San
Francisco Federal Building, and in surveying them, Jones says he was reminded of
a quilt. Soon thereafter, in grief over the death of a friend, Jones made the first panel
of what was to become the AIDS Memorial Quilt, whose 44,000 panels now bear
witness to the memories of some of the 448,000 people in the United States who
have already died of AIDS.1

But in 1988, just three years after the AIDS Memorial Quilt was born at a
political demonstration, Cleve Jones, then acting as the Executive Director of the
Names Project Foundation, told reporters that “we’re completely non-political; we
have no political message at all.” Jones’s attempt to distance the Names Project from
politics reveals the complexities of political culture and political activism in the
1980s, and it encourages us to examine memory politics, cultural politics, and iden-
tity politics together with the issue-oriented, interest-group activism that is often
assumed to encompass the full definition of politics. What kind of politics did the
AIDS Quilt envision in its design, and what kind of politics did it embody in its
practices?2
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In its first decade, the AIDS epidemic disproportionately affected particular
social groups that often found existing cultural forms for mourning unable—or
unwilling—to represent the emerging crisis. In turn, communities responded to
AIDS by developing new cultural products that could accommodate the urge to
memorialize and mourn those who had died. These were particularly visible among
urban gay men, then just emerging from the hotly contested battles of “personal pol-
itics” in the late 1960s and 1970s. Mourning that might have been private and cul-
tural took place in the midst of an activism that had made personal issues into the
stuff of politics. These categories worked as opposites at the same time that the
boundaries between them were consistently blurred. Creations of cultural meaning,
like the AIDS Memorial Quilt, intended as acts of personal memory and collective
mourning, were drafted into political battles and affirmed as instances of militancy.
Long before Cleve Jones stood in front of the San Francisco Federal Building, cul-
ture and memory were already bound up with the political in the public response to
the AIDS epidemic.3

From its outset, the constituency of the AIDS Memorial Quilt was always an
issue of controversy. The Names Project made extensive use of what its founders
called “traditional American” symbolism in an effort to reach out to “mainstream”
America’s hearts and pocketbooks. Names Project founders sought to demonstrate
that the disease was, indeed, as Jones claimed, “a very American epidemic,” or to
prove, as another Names Project document put it, that “America has AIDS.”4 The
attempt to nationalize a global epidemic that had disproportionately struck segments
of a national population embodied some obvious tensions, but it can best be under-
stood within the overlapping contexts of nationalism and identity politics in the
1980s.

The Names Project voiced its claim to national inclusion at a moment in
American political culture when the power to define Americanism rested primarily
with conservatives who were hostile to all people with AIDS and gay men in partic-
ular. The Names Project was one of many efforts to challenge that cultural power in
the language of Americanism itself, insisting that active and caring national
responses to AIDS and people who had the disease were not fundamental depar-
tures from American traditions in the political and memorial realms.5

This reworking of American national identity had a radical edge at a partic-
ular moment in history, but its limits quickly became apparent. Although Jones
repeatedly acknowledged the Quilt’s origin as a memorial and political tool “by gay
men and for gay men,” he and his supporters recognized early on that the demo-
graphics of the AIDS epidemic were more encompassing. Responding to activism by
women with AIDS and in communities of color that were also hit hard by AIDS, the
Names Project worked throughout the late 1980s to make the Quilt more inclusive
of race, gender, class, and sexuality.6

But the AIDS Quilt was never just about culture and memory. It was also
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intended as a tool of political mobilization and as a weapon in the battle for access
to economic resources that could be used in the fight against AIDS. Its use of the
language of Americanism and its claim on inclusion was most closely connected to
activism in the early years of the epidemic, particularly around its first major public
display at the 1987 National March on Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights. But
from the very beginning, radical activists from groups such as Queer Nation and the
AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power (ACT-UP) raised questions about the Quilt’s
inclusiveness and the political limits of its focus on grief and memory.

There were many tensions: between the Quilt’s private power and public
voice; between its gay and its American identities; between cultural politics and the
politics of economic distribution. Despite all its weaknesses, despite all its limits,
during the years from 1985 to the mid-1990s, the Quilt managed to resolve those
tensions in positive ways. The form of the memorial mattered a great deal: its cre-
ation, display, and ultimate meaning were radically inclusive, and its framework of
memory was consistently democratic in ways that could encompass its multiple con-
stituencies and their varying definitions of politics.7

AIDS and the Politics of Memory
In 1981, there were just over three hundred cases of AIDS reported worldwide.
United Nations officials estimated in December 2000 that 21.8 million people have
died of AIDS since that time, and over 34 million people are currently infected with
HIV. While AIDS had clearly reached global epidemic proportions by the mid-
1980s, the initial pattern of its devastation in the United States and Western Europe
seemed limited, most notably to gay men and people who used intravenous drugs.
Existing social stigmatization of these groups combined with and was intensified by
a lack of knowledge of the disease’s causes and methods of transmission, creating a
nationwide epidemic of fear in the early 1980s.8

In a culture of stigma, fear, and discrimination, people with AIDS often
chose to be silent about their illness, contributing to difficulties in both personal and
collective commemoration. Many early victims of AIDS refused to be identified as
such in their obituaries, and gay friends and lovers were often excluded by the
deceased’s families from funeral services and burials. Even when conventional meth-
ods of mourning were available, they often remained insufficient to cope with the
epidemic nature of the disease. As one person put it, “Who the hell would think that
you’d go to 15 funerals in 19 months?”9

The dispersal of recently urbanized gay men—in the return of many to
spend their dying days with family and in the literal dispersal of ashes rather than
interment in cemeteries—acted to obscure the collective nature of the epidemic
even further. For Cleve Jones, this retreat into silence was dangerous. “I felt that we
lived in this little ghetto on the West Coast which would be destroyed without any-
one in the rest of the world even noticing. I knew we needed a memorial.”10 Jones
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was motivated to overcome the silence and willful forgetting of AIDS that charac-
terized conventional frameworks of memory in the early years of the epidemic. “I
was obsessed by the idea of evidence. . . . I felt that if there were a field of a thousand
corpses, people would be compelled to act. . . . I wanted to create evidence [of AIDS
deaths] and by extension create evidence of government failure.”11

The origins story of the AIDS Memorial Quilt raises complex questions about
the practice of cultural politics and the political nature of memory in the early years
of the AIDS epidemic. Recent scholarship in history, anthropology, and cultural
studies argues that the creation of memory as a social practice helps to shape the col-
lective identities of groups. Nowhere is this process easier to examine than in the
construction of monuments and memorials, deliberately conceived as public acts of
memory.12

The process of memory formation in social contexts has two distinct yet inter-
related elements: that of the commemorative and that of the monumental. The
archetype of the commemorative in modern Western culture is the gravestone: it is
directed primarily at the past and seeks to testify to, record, and document the loss
of a person or the passing of an event. Its enactment is primarily but never fully pri-
vate and individual. The monumental function of memory, whose analogous arche-
type is the monument, is aimed primarily at the future, and seeks to interpret loss or
passing and to put it to contemporary or future political uses so that, in the words of
Abraham Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address, “these dead shall not have died in vain.”
While it speaks to individual and private concerns, this function is self-consciously
public. All cultural memory work embodies both aspects, even when some attempt
to deny or play down the presence of one of the two forms. Like the Vietnam Vet-
erans Memorial, to which it has often been compared, the AIDS Memorial Quilt
represents a relatively unique memorializing tactic in which the commemorative and
political functions of monuments are densely intertwined. This linkage holds the key
to the Quilt’s pluralist politics.

The AIDS Quilt performs the commemorative function of memorials
through its creative design. Each cloth panel measures three feet by six feet. Eight
panels, chosen for aesthetic considerations, theme, or common geographical origin,
are then sewn together to make a larger panel that is attached to other groups of
eight to fit the capacity requirements of a display space. There are currently over
84,000 names recorded in the 44,000 panels of the Quilt, representing about 19 per-
cent of AIDS deaths in the United States, albeit just a fraction of the estimated 21.8
million AIDS deaths worldwide. The creation of panels is highly egalitarian in
nature. Anyone—family, friends, strangers, or even people with AIDS themselves—
can make a panel; in fact, individuals can be memorialized in more than one panel.
No panel that meets the necessary size specifications is rejected, emphasizing the
AIDS Quilt’s refusal to place limits on either the expressive content of the memorial
or its eventual interpretation.13
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The AIDS Quilt creates an alternative site of memory for many who have
been excluded from traditional means of mourning. Understandably, then, it fre-
quently resembles those forms, in particular the cemetery: formal names and the
record of birth and death dates often accompany religious symbols such as crosses,
doves, Stars of David, and figures of Our Lady of Guadalupe. Elaborate rituals
accompany its display, which begins with an intricately choreographed unfolding
conducted by white-clad Quilt volunteers while others publicly read the names of
those memorialized on the Quilt. The intonation of names is central to the AIDS
Quilt’s aim of breaking through the silences that surround people who have died of
the disease. As one Quilt viewer has written, “Think of the personal engagement that
such a rigorous, simultaneous structure evokes from all who participate [in the read-
ing of names]. . . . At its end, I finally comprehend what the Names Project means,
why names must be spoken.”14

The AIDS Quilt gives a voice to the dead, but it also records the lives and
emotions of the panelmakers as well. The Quilt’s interactive atmosphere is furthered
through the inclusion of blank “signature panels” and markers and pens, which allow
viewers to write messages and responses to the Quilt. Here, the audience literally
inscribes its interpretations onto the monument itself, and these inscriptions become
part of the symbolic material that others ultimately use in interpreting the memorial.
The blank panels contribute to the communal participation in the formation of
meaning, especially when debates are triggered by condemnations of homosexuality
or by provocative statements about the Quilt’s relation to political activism.15

The AIDS Quilt’s emphasis on the people who are commemorated in it—
their lives and their deaths depicted in the Quilt itself—has made it difficult for the
14.5 million people who have viewed the Quilt to ignore it or make it into a nebulous
abstraction. As one viewer has written, “There is no viewing distance from which
viewers confront the monument in its entirety; the Quilt’s relentless emphasis on the
dead necessitates our interaction with individuals.”16 Instead of offering its viewers a
symbolically empty screen upon which they project their individual interpretations
and recollections, the AIDS Quilt provides a proliferation of symbolic material that
onlookers themselves must make sense of by participating in the memorial. “No one
tells the viewer where to start, finish, or pay particular attention. Nor does it require
of the viewer anything like an ‘appropriate’ response. For despite the enormous grief
that inspired and attends it, tackiness and camp also play their irrepressible roles—
the carnival always interrupts the wake.”17

What is missing is not interpretive material, but interpretive hierarchy.
Rather than a monument providing viewers with an answer to political problems, the
AIDS Quilt simply poses the age-old question of politics—what is to be done? The
inescapability of commemoration is used to make the AIDS Quilt’s political function
equally inescapable. Through the monument’s cultural memory work, we become
part of the memorial, and our enclosure within the AIDS Quilt implicates us in the
events—both private and public—that it commemorates.
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Here we must consider the relationship between individual and collective
memory, for it is the formation of collective identity that is at the heart of the AIDS
Quilt’s radically inclusive and democratic take on the complexities of identity politics
in the 1980s. While some individual panels make explicit reference to religious,
racial, or ethnic identity or employ traditional American symbols (such as the eagle
or the flag), and others are explicit in their references to gay-rights activism and sex-
ual liberation, most of the panels in the Quilt resist reduction into social or political
categories. More typically, they record each individual through unique representa-
tions of hobbies, family, and love relationships. Through this process, the people
memorialized in the Quilt are commemorated as unforgettable individuals embed-
ded in social relationships rather than statistical representations of forgettable risk
groups. As Quilt volunteer Jack Bier put it, “The quilt helps [viewers] to start putting
a story together. People do not generally get a story when they are taught about
AIDS; they just get the statistics. But the quilt brings out the stories.”18

But this process, while highly individualized, also creates a collectivity, one
which is then mobilized as a political body in a complex and contingent manner as
the community created by the AIDS Quilt is called upon to confront the political
structures that have made its formation necessary in the first place. The Quilt
embodies a consciousness not just of the political nature of commemoration, but of
the political potential of these acts as well. Individual memory itself is a political act
in the cultural work of the AIDS Quilt, but in gathering a collectivity, the Quilt also
creates political responsibilities.

Becoming American
Cleve Jones often tells of how he learned to quilt from his grandmother, evoking a
heartwarming image of cross-generational bonding that could grace a Norman Rock-
well cover of The Saturday Evening Post. Quilting in America has always been a cul-
tural practice filled with divergent social meanings, from the calico quilts of travelers
on the Oregon Trail to the freedom quilts that marked the way stations of the Under-
ground Railroad. Quilts have played a role in American collective memory and in the
nostalgia and romance of American national mythology. But Jones’s vision is largely
an invented tradition. For most of American history, quilting has been ignored as just
one among the many chores of the nation’s women. By the mid-twentieth century,
with mass-produced household items like bedspreads cheaply available to all Amer-
icans, participation in quilting, particularly in group settings such as quilting bees,
had drastically declined.19

The 1970s and 1980s saw a revival of quilting from two very different points
of origin. Feminists and women’s historians recovered the history of women’s quilt-
ing work, while Reagan-era cultural nostalgia brought a new interest in American
traditions of domesticity. In a culture with rapidly shifting attitudes toward death,
these developments were linked to changes in the use of cultural creativity in ther-
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apeutic and grieving situations. The odd convergence of these trends, and not solely
the accidental arrangement of placards on a wall, ensured that the most famous
memorial to AIDS took the form of a patchwork quilt. Jones and his colleagues have
always acknowledged this, and have often spoken of the Quilt’s dialogue with Amer-
ican symbolism.20

In the original design of the AIDS Quilt and its accompanying literature, the
Names Project deliberately attempted to cast the Quilt in specifically American
terms in order to argue for the inclusion of AIDS into an arena of national concern.
Cleve Jones explained that he fervently wished to “recapture traditional American
values and apply them to [AIDS] too.”21 But what were those values? In a recent
interview, Jones’s reflections revealed both his hopes and his assumptions: “This is
such a warm, comforting, middle-class, middle-American symbol. Every family has
a quilt; it makes them think of their grandmothers. That’s what we need: We need all
these American grandmothers to want us to live, to be willing to say that our lives are
worth defending.”22

Jones’s own frustration at many Americans’ avoidance of the AIDS crisis
motivated these claims for inclusion, but they were also based on his belief that the
gay community was not capable of responding to AIDS on its own. In the political
competition for the allocation of economic and cultural resources to battle AIDS,
the relationships between Jones’s grandmothers, their grandsons, and their political
representatives would play a key role.

The attempt to describe AIDS activism and people with AIDS with an Amer-
ican cultural vocabulary at the historical moment of the mid-1980s may seem some-
what peculiar, given the ways that gay identity spanned national boundaries and the
global nature of the AIDS epidemic, visible even then. Many criticized the Quilt for
precisely these reasons, as well as for the “middle-class, middle-American” assump-
tions of its inventor. But we should think about these claims to nationhood not as
rejections of gay identity politics or as evasions of the global implications of AIDS,
but—with a sensitivity to the historical contexts out of which they arose—as chal-
lenges to a discourse of nation and family that was particularly prevalent in the
1980s.

Claims for national inclusion had radical implications given the seemingly
“un-American” nature of the disease in the cultural contexts of the early 1980s. The
post-1960s counterculture and the sexual revolution had many opponents, but in the
1970s, members of “family values” groups seemed to pose little threat to the gay lib-
erationists of San Francisco’s Castro District or New York’s Greenwich Village; polit-
ical initiatives by conservative figures like Anita Bryant had gone to defeat. By 
1981, conservatives were now in control, and they had a friend in the White House.
It was against this cultural backdrop that the Quilt’s most public displays were set,
and to great effect. Confrontations with national symbols were drawn in the clear-
est strokes in AIDS Quilt displays on the Mall in Washington in October of 1987,
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1988, and 1992. Laid out in the symbolic heart of American political culture and cul-
tural memory, within view of the White House, the United States Capitol, and the
Lincoln Memorial, the Quilt confronted the exclusions of American political author-
ity and argued for the inclusion of people with AIDS into not just memorial, but
political structures from which they had been left out. The connections between
viewing the Quilt and participating in political protest were also most direct at these
moments, as activist Betty Berzon made clear: “In the afternoon the sadness of 
the quilt experience gave way to exhilaration as, under gray and overcast skies, the
marchers stepped off in an explosion of energy, shouting, singing, and chanting the
rallying cries of gay pride.”23

The silence of the Reagan and Bush administrations about these public dis-
plays only solidified the community the Quilt created and the political stance it
engendered. Whether or not the cultural history of the 1980s will be described as the
Reagan Era, the role of President Ronald Reagan in the political, medical, and cul-
tural history of the AIDS epidemic will always loom large. During the 1980s, many
AIDS activists condemned the Reagan administration for its silence on the issue of
AIDS; the President did not even mention the word AIDS publicly until over 21,000
Americans had already died of the disease.24

In fact, the power of Reagan and national conservatism as mobilizing symbols
may very well have been more central to AIDS and gay activism than participants
realized at the time. Certainly greater funding, tolerance, and compassion might
have come out of a presidential administration led by Jimmy Carter, but in all like-
lihood not much more, and the anger that catalyzed around the Reagan administra-
tion is palpable in a wide range of historical and cultural artifacts produced by peo-
ple with AIDS in the early 1980s.25

It was not merely Reagan the president but Reagan the cultural symbol to
which AIDS activists responded. Following Reagan’s lead, conservatives of the 1980s
asserted cultural power through their claim on the definition of family. This struck
particularly at gay men, who were often excluded from family structures they had
rejected as oppressive in the wake of the sexual revolution, but that conservatives
identified as normal. Furthermore, conservatives often described the nation in terms
of the family, a connection that excluded those who were, for whatever reasons, not
part of conventional families.

Understandably wary of this discourse of family and nation, many critics
called into question the Names Project’s attempt to include people with AIDS in the
American national imaginary. Marita Sturken feared that this form of accommoda-
tion would allow for the continued marginalization of people with AIDS: “Notions of
‘patriotism’ and ‘family heritage’ implicit in the Quilt may simply backfire and act to
rescript those memorialized into a discourse of Americana in a country that contin-
ues to view their deaths as less than tragic.”26 Yet this view underestimated the rad-
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ical nature of Jones’s project at a time when a claim to membership in the American
nation seemed all but off-limits to people with AIDS. The makers and viewers of the
Quilt challenged the hegemony of cultural meaning over the discourse of the fam-
ily, insisting that people with AIDS were part of the national family and pointing out
the contradictions of exclusion. As Elinor Fuchs noted: “The Quilt, without an ounce
of apparent confrontation in its soft and comforting body, is a hugely visual riposte
to official culture’s fervent wish that AIDS would just disappear. . . . Its association of
gay sexuality with Reaganite cultural mythology—the celebration of the rural Amer-
ican, family American, homemade American, nostalgic American—in effect forcing
its spectators to embrace in a single image what to many is an impossible contradic-
tion—this is no doubt the Quilt’s most brilliant and far-reaching element of ironic
masquerade.”27 The symbolic discourse surrounding the nation and the family was
reshaped by the memorial work of the nation’s actual families, who created mean-
ingful panels and wrote touching letters showing that the connections of family
could—and did—continue to include gay men, people who used intravenous drugs,
and other people with AIDS whose lives and identities were stigmatized.28

Debates about the constituency of the AIDS Quilt and of AIDS activism also
took place in a struggle over the relationship between the Quilt and the gay com-
munity. By the late 1980s and early 1990s, the changing demographics of AIDS were
impossible to ignore: the disease was disproportionately ravaging poor communities
of color at the same time that it continued to spread in overwhelmingly white, mid-
dle-class, urban, gay neighborhoods. Some white gay AIDS activists felt that their
organizations needed to expand their services and their political mobilization efforts;
others worried that attempting to reach everyone in the category of “people with
AIDS” would strain organizational resources and efface both the special catastrophe
that gay men lived with and the responses that they had developed. These tensions
were aired nationwide in community papers, city council hearings, political meet-
ings, and at protest rallies. They also appeared in the Names Project and raised chal-
lenges to the assumptions of many of the Quilt’s founders.29

At times, in its search for national inclusion, Names Project staff consciously
played down the fundamentally gay nature of the organization. In 1988, Cleve Jones
stated publicly that “the Names Project is not a gay organization. . . . To say we are
would be a disservice to the thousands of AIDS patients who are not gay, and it
ignores the fact that during the past two years, the majority of new cases are from
the heterosexual population.”30 Jones’s disavowals of the Quilt’s close relationship to
the gay community were part of his larger aim of bringing the AIDS crisis to national
attention through a symbolic language adapted to the mainstream. “We very delib-
erately adopted a symbol and a vocabulary that would not be threatening to nongay
people,” said Jones. This rhetoric made the Quilt’s inclusion in the American cultural
landscape easier for some people to digest, a goal that Jones pursued at least in part
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for programmatic political reasons. “[We] needed a strategy that would affect the
outside world, which clearly is going to decide whether we’re going to survive.”31

But there were dissenting voices. Many critics claimed that the Names Pro-
ject’s efforts at cultural inclusion “de-gayed” the AIDS Quilt, effectively erasing the
contributions of the community out of which the Quilt had grown. Robin Hardy was
angered that “the Names Project . . . has siphoned hundreds of thousands of dollars
out of gay pockets, but omits the word ‘gay’ in its literature and puts a photograph
of a mother and children on the cover of its commemorative booklet.”32 Activist Eric
Rofes thought that “de-gaying AIDS might bring more funding, but isn’t the cost too
high?” And Bay Windows, a lesbian and gay newspaper in Boston, editorialized that
“although . . . Cleve Jones is correct when he says that nobody could walk around the
Quilt and not be struck by the gay community’s losses, that doesn’t mean that the
current trend among AIDS organizations to put gay men at the bottom of the out-
reach heap is right.”33

Jones and the leadership of the Names Project tried to balance several goals:
to challenge political and cultural exclusion, to make inclusion possible, and to
accommodate racial and sexual diversity. The use of the language of Americanism,
broad enough to contain many different viewpoints, usually served Jones well. At
other times, however, it did not, particularly in the Names Project’s early encoun-
ters with African American and Latino communities dealing with epidemic use of
intravenous drugs as well as high rates of HIV-infection among gay men of color.
Arguments for the application of “American values” to the AIDS crisis rang hollow in
inner-city neighborhoods long ignored by white America and its government. The
AIDS Quilt itself often appeared jarringly out of place, as the $3,000 cost of dis-
playing the Quilt strained communities and activist organizations that could barely
mobilize funds for AIDS education or health care. As one critic asked, “Is it a privi-
lege to be able to mourn in the middle of an epidemic?”34

Ongoing arguments by Jones and his colleagues for inclusion into American
cultural mythology consistently ran up against the assumptions embedded in how
Names Project organizers had defined American identity and its possibilities. These
difficulties were exacerbated as the Names Project extended its work beyond its
founding and core constituency of white middle-class gay men to include the numer-
ous other Americans affected by AIDS, Americans whose understanding of and rela-
tionship to myths of national identity were dramatically different from those of Cleve
Jones. So long as that project was conducted through rhetorical manipulations by
Names Project staff and other middle-class white activists, it was bound to get stuck
on its multiple and contradictory assumptions. It succeeded in the democratic proj-
ect of the Quilt itself, when people with AIDS, panelmakers, and their families
spoke out for a broad definition of American identity, thereby articulating their place
in, and their vision of, American nationalism.35
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What Kind of Identity Politics?
Through its radically inclusive and democratic structure, the AIDS Quilt accommo-
dated multiple identities at the same time that it created a collective one. In its ear-
liest years, when AIDS was widely seen as a foreign phenomenon visited upon peo-
ple beyond the pale of the imagined national community the Quilt and its makers
presented an argument for inclusion within that community and created an identity
not just as people affected by AIDS, but more specifically as Americans affected by
AIDS. This form of identity politics—which was pursued not just in the cultural
work of the Quilt but in many other arenas as well—had significant consequences
for the political activism surrounding the AIDS epidemic.

Criticism of the Names Project extended to the tone of its political message.
Viewers such as Douglas Crimp thought the AIDS Quilt didn’t go far enough and that
it could create political passivity rather than consciousness. “Public mourning rituals
may of course have their own political force, but often they seem, from an activist per-
spective, indulgent, sentimental, defeatist.”36 Activists accused the Names Project of
failing to follow through on the more focused and didactic political potential of the
AIDS Quilt. “Does the quilt itself educate those in need of information on how not to
contract or spread HIV disease?” asked Rick Rose, who argued in 1992 that the AIDS
Quilt was a poor allocation of already insufficient resources. “More than ten years into
the epidemic,” he says, “the Quilt has taken on a life of its own . . . weighing 30.7 tons.
That’s a lot of quilt and a lot of time, money, and resources, all of which could be
spent in other ways. . . . To justify its tremendous costs, the quilt must be used in a
more proactive role if it is to continue.”37 Rose would likely have preferred the
approach of the radical AIDS activist group ACT-UP, which petitioned the Names
Project in 1992 to use Quilt panels for an act of civil disobedience: protesters had
hoped to wrap George Bush’s vacation home with the Quilt to draw attention to the
AIDS crisis.38

Activist critics demanded that the memorial confront and speak to the Amer-
ican public. But those who criticized the Quilt’s political program were criticizing
something that did not really exist. As Jones said in response to his critics, “No one
ever said the Quilt was the answer.” Instead of providing a political answer, as tradi-
tional monuments often do, the AIDS Quilt provided a political tool, enabling a pol-
itics that reflected its vision of pluralism and its accommodation not merely of demo-
graphic difference, but of political diversity as well.39

Coming to terms with issues of activism and diversity in the Names Project
sheds light on broader trends of political culture after the 1960s. The pursuit of iden-
tity politics in the United States in the 1980s must be seen within long-term shifts in
the modern West toward the expression of political activism through what sociolo-
gists have called new social movements. These social forces, as defined by Jürgen
Habermas, are thought to reflect new political conflicts which “no longer arise in
areas of material reproduction. Rather, the new conflicts arise in areas of cultural
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reproduction, social integration, and socialization. . . . In short, the new conflicts are
not sparked by problems of distribution, but concern the grammar of forms of life.”40

Often involving cultural creativity, theater, and performance, these movements’ con-
tests and struggles have concerned symbols and meanings more than issues of insti-
tutional access and economic resources. The gay liberation movement of the 1970s,
which saw changes in lifestyle as fundamental challenges to the structure of power
in society, clearly fits this model.

The movements formed by gay men in the 1980s in response to the AIDS cri-
sis at once confirm and challenge our understanding of new social movements. For
many in the Names Project, the ties to earlier movements were genealogical. Before
turning to AIDS issues, Cleve Jones was himself a member of the Gay Liberation
Front and also active in San Francisco electoral politics in the 1970s. “I got involved
in 1980–81. . . . I had been an activist in the gay liberation movement and had
worked with Harvey Milk. To me my activism was a natural outgrowth of my work in
gay liberation, and the early days were very much grassroots, ad hoc. . . . We were
just gay activists who were trying to alert our brothers.”41 Jones’s story mirrors those
of many other activists—particularly in New York and San Francisco—whose AIDS
activism was of a piece with their ongoing commitment to a gay and lesbian identity
politics that matches Habermas’s definition.42

Cultural politics was never the point of AIDS activism in the early years of
the epidemic. Funding, research, health care, and other questions about the alloca-
tion of scarce social resources headed the agenda. But the circumstances of history
created a unique intersection of interest-group politics and identity politics, of old
and new social movements.

In the 1980s, most commentators, particularly gay men in the hardest hit
communities, felt that the marginality and stigmatization of sexual minorities
allowed structures of government, health care, and media to ignore the devastation
of the disease without voicing any meaningful public response. But perhaps, in ret-
rospect, another pattern comes into view. The relatively sophisticated political organ-
ization of segments of the gay community made it possible for AIDS to receive a
great deal of funding and a quick response from the public sector. Dennis Altman
noted that “among the groups most affected by AIDS, only the homosexuals have
been able to mobilize and articulate political demands.” Furthermore, suggests Alt-
man, the disease also mobilized more gay men into activism—whether for narrowly
tailored issues related to AIDS or to gay and lesbian rights more generally—than
had ever been involved in such movements before.43

If we consider AIDS next to other major health crises of the modern era, the
significance of already existing networks of gay politics are put into sharp relief.
Arriving in the middle of an era of identity-based politics, the AIDS epidemic taught
that diseases create identities, even when those identities overlap in the imagination
of the so-called general public with existing social categories such as gay men or drug
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users. People with AIDS did not exist as a social category that could act in the arenas
of interest-group politics before the disease. Gay people did. That there was a close
correlation between the categories of gay men and people with AIDS in the early
years of the disease in the United States meant that disease activism could take place
at a much more rapid and better-organized pace than any other disease activism in
American (or world) history. Had gay men not already been organized as a political
and cultural body around their identities, they would not have been able to mobi-
lize politically and culturally specific responses to a crisis that disproportionately
affected them as a group.44

Critics of identity politics often suggest that its practice led to narrow, frag-
mented, and selfishly oriented communities. Those who make this suggestion should
look seriously at the alliances formed in the 1980s in the realms of AIDS volunteer
service, AIDS education, and AIDS activism. In the early days of the AIDS crisis,
identity politics saved and prolonged lives, not merely of the gay men whose identity
politics facilitated a quick response to the emerging epidemic, but of all those
affected by AIDS who gained access to the institutions of medicine, politics, and cul-
ture established by gay men and their allies in the early 1980s.45

The AIDS Memorial Quilt was one of those institutions. Even as it disavowed
its gay identity, it created a cultural space for gay men who were dealing with AIDS.
Even as it spoke the language of power and nationalism, it drew from and mobilized
large numbers of gay men, their families, and friends. But it was never “only” a gay
organization, so long as its panels gave voice to the diverse constituencies of AIDS.
On the eve of the first Quilt display in New York City in 1988, Clarke Taylor, direc-
tor of New York’s Names Project chapter, expressed his hope that the Quilt could
bring unity in the response to the AIDS crisis. “For the first time in eight years, the
city is going to be together on AIDS. It will be physically together, representationally
together and, in the long run, politically together.” It was a utopian claim, more fan-
tasy than reality. But it had an element of truth to it.46

The Quilt put its cultural space to work for the purpose of political mobiliza-
tion. AIDS activism, particularly in the 1980s when research funds were not forth-
coming, differed from the new social movements Jürgen Habermas describes in that
debates did in fact concern problems of resource allocation. That these problems
could at times be addressed by cultural products such as the AIDS Quilt, which has
raised more than $3 million for local AIDS service organizations at the same time
that it has addressed issues of cultural meaning and personal life, only shows that
identity politics was always related to areas of struggle more traditionally defined as
political in the case of AIDS activism.47

Thomas Yingling has suggested that AIDS “is the disease that announces the
end of identity.”48 By this he referred primarily to the universal experience of death
even under highly differentiated experiences of life. But the AIDS Memorial Quilt
also demonstrates a reworking of identity politics and resource politics. For a
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moment, the pursuit of a politics of respectability, inclusion, and nationalism
achieved a great deal for people with AIDS, their families, and their friends. Created
in an era in which notions of nationality and the family were tinged in reactionary
ways by the cultural conservatives who dominated politics and the media, the Quilt
ultimately claimed some aspects of those very notions that supposedly excluded it.
Did panelmakers do this out of acceptance of nationalist beliefs, as a self-conscious
strategy of political activism and fundraising, or out of some postmodern quest for
ironic subterfuge? The Quilt panels, of course, in all the wild contradictions to which
they give voice, prevent us from choosing any one of those conclusions but force us
to reckon with a politics that might conceivably allow us to do all three.

Postscript
If memory politics, identity politics, and resource politics were useful tools in the
early response to AIDS, they were a mixed blessing. AIDS activism—dominated in
the 1980s by white gay men raised in the Americanism of the 1950s, schooled in the
politics of the 1960s, and liberated by the sexual cultures of the 1970s—was prede-
termined by earlier patterns of political organization. Through its articulation of the
AIDS crisis in a “nonthreatening” manner, the Names Project succeeded in bringing
the disease before a wide range of Americans who might have avoided the issue in
the 1980s. But now that Newt Gingrich and Miss America have appeared at Quilt
displays and the Names Project has received a grant from the National Endowment
for the Arts, it is perhaps time to rethink the relationship between nationalism and
activism. In the year 2002, the Names Project is an actively international organiza-
tion dedicated to incorporating worldwide cultural traditions of memory and quilt-
ing. With U.S. political and cultural institutions responding in at least a partial way to
the concerns of American people with AIDS, a continued focus on American
national identity is now quite simply not that radical. Furthermore, as the disease’s
global impact rears its ever uglier head, it is the formation of transnational cultural
and political responses that is desperately necessary now.49

The history of the formation and structure of the AIDS Memorial Quilt tells
a complex story of public and private, personal and political, protest and acquies-
cence, inclusion and resistance. It also provides some lessons for those who seek to
extend the cultural and political response to AIDS in the future. Any attempt to use
the AIDS Quilt—and its communities—to form an identity and craft a political pro-
gram has been made transparent by the panels themselves and the lives they
remember. That is not a bad thing. On the contrary, that transparency is a funda-
mental precondition of a democratic political program. Only a recognition of the plu-
ralism the Quilt embodies can allow its viewers a critical appropriation of multiple
and ambiguous traditions, one that allows for and encourages collective identities
that serve political ends, but that is incompatible with predetermined and exclu-
sionary boundaries of politicized identities.50
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The men and women who confronted the AIDS epidemic in its early years
recognized these ambiguities. Sometimes they demanded inclusion of the disease
within one or another tradition. Sometimes they resisted the assumptions of these
traditions, or challenged their failures. And at moments, they carried out acts of crit-
ical appropriation—by making panels for the Quilt, by visiting it, and by opening
their hearts, wallets, and political imaginations to the lessons its panels taught. The
AIDS Memorial Quilt offers a valuable example of the reconciliation of memory and
politics in a pluralist society. Memorials must never abandon their duties in either
the commemorative and political realms, but they can never substitute for our own
participation in commemoration and political action. In an era in which memory and
identity are part and parcel of the practice of every kind of politics, we cannot let
politicians—radical or conservative—decide what our memories mean. Nor can we
let our memories do our politicking for us.
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